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Abstract—The new 5G paradigm seeks for a scalable ar-
chitecture that is able to efficiently manage the increasing
volume of traffic generated by smart devices to be proc-
essed in a distributed cloud infrastructure. To this end, co-
ordinated management of the network and the cloud
resources forming an end-to-end system is of great impor-
tance. Software defined networking and network function
virtualization architectures are the key enablers for inte-
grating network and cloud resources, enabling cross opti-
mization on both sides. This optimization requires efficient
resource allocation algorithms, which take into account
computing and network resources. In this paper, we pro-
pose an end-to-end orchestration architecture for distrib-
uted cloud and network resources aligned with the
European Telecommunications Standards Institute man-
agement and orchestration architecture. The proposed ar-
chitecture includes the virtual infrastructure manager and
planner (VIMaP) component to enable dynamic resource al-
location for interconnected virtual instances in distributed
cloud locations. A heuristic algorithm for dynamic virtual
machine graphs resource allocation is included to validate
the VIMaP architecture and exploit its functionalities.
Moreover, the control orchestration protocol is included
between the architecture components to offer end-to-end
transport services. Finally, the proposed architecture is
experimentally validated, and the heuristic algorithm per-
formance is evaluated.

Index Terms—Cloud computing; Control orchestration
protocol; Network function virtualization; Orchestration;
Resource allocation; Software defined networking (SDN).

I. INTRODUCTION

T he fifth generation of mobile technology (5G) is not
only about the development of a new radio interface

but also of an end-to-end system. This end-to-end system
includes the integration and convergence of all network
segments (radio and fixed access, aggregation, metro,
and core) with heterogeneous wireless and optical technol-
ogies together with massive cloud computing and storage

infrastructures [1]. The 5G architecture shall accommo-
date a wide range of use cases with different requirements
in terms of networking (e.g., security, latency, resiliency,
bandwidth) and cloud resources [e.g., distributed nodes
with cloud capabilities, edge/core data centers (DCs)].
Thus, from an administrative perspective, one of the main
challenges for an infrastructure operator will be to provide
multiple, highly flexible, end-to-end dedicated network and
cloud infrastructure slices, over the same physical infra-
structure, to different users or tenants in order to satisfy
their application-specific requirements.

Software defined networking (SDN) has emerged as the
most promising networking paradigm to realize the inte-
gration between cloud and network domains. In SDN, a
centralized entity (commonly referred as a SDN controller)
is able to program the forwarding behavior of the network
elements through different southbound protocols (i.e.,
OpenFlow). Most of the SDN controllers also offer a north-
bound application programming interface (API) to higher
level applications to expose its services (connectivity provi-
sioning, topology discovery…). This abstraction enables
network virtualization, that is, to slice the physical infra-
structure and create multiple co-existing virtual tenant
networks (VTNs) independent of the underlying transport
technology and network protocols.

Often, to prevent vendor lock-in situations, telecommuni-
cation operators (Telcos) use different vendors’ equipment in
their transport networks. Specifically, in the optical net-
works, different vendor’s equipment does not interoperate
at the data plane level (only at the gray interface level) un-
like regular Ethernet switches or IP routers. Moreover, each
vendor offers its own control plane technology [e.g., SDN
with some proprietary OpenFlow extensions or GMPLS and
path computation element (PCE)] because of the need to
configure vendor-proprietary parameters [e.g., forward error
correction (FEC)], generating vendor islands. For these rea-
sons, a single Telco’s transport networkmay consist of multi-
ple control domains, each controlled by a different entity,
with its own northbound API.

SDN orchestration has been demonstrated as a feasible
and scalable solution for multidomain, multitechnology
network scenarios to provide end-to-end (E2E) network
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services in [2] and [3]. Amultidomain SDN network orches-
trator acting as a unified transport network operating sys-
tem (or controller of controllers) allows the control (e.g., E2E
transport service provisioning), at a higher abstracted level
of heterogeneous network technologies regardless of the
specific control plane technology employed in each domain
(e.g., SDN/OpenFlow or GMPLS/PCE). In this line, the ap-
plication-based network operations (ABNO) [4], promoted
by IETF, provides a reference guideline for the development
of a multidomain SDN orchestrator architecture.

In this context, we propose the control orchestration pro-
tocol (COP) [5] as a unified interface for SDN orchestration
in multidomain transport networks. COP was developed
within the STRAUSS project (http://www.ict‑strauss.eu)
as the first transport API to provide a common interface,
which abstracts the particular control plane technology
of a given transport domain. COP is a research-oriented in-
itiative, developed with the aim of stressing the need of a
common transport API in SDN. In [6], the interoperability
between different SDN controllers and orchestrators using
COP was experimentally demonstrated in a multipartner
testbed. The COP definition is open for discussion and can
be downloaded and contributed at https://github.com/
ict-strauss/COP. COP standardization efforts were merged
into the latest OIF/ONF Transport SDN API [7], which is
clearly aligned with the COPobjectives, to extend the scope
of our proposal toward its adoption by vendors and opera-
tors in their solutions.

The COP and SDN orchestration are the key enablers
on which we build our proposed end-to-end architecture
for distributed cloud and network orchestration [see
Fig. 1(a)]. On top of the architecture, the global virtualized
infrastructure manager and planner (VIMaP) is respon-
sible for the global orchestration of distributed cloud
controllers and the transport network infrastructure.
The VIMaP implements the same functionalities of the
VIM, as defined by the European Telecommunications
Standards Institute in the NFV management and orches-
tration reference architecture [8], i.e., it is responsible for
the NFV infrastructure resources management, such as

computation, storage, and networking. Our proposal ex-
tends the VIM with a new planner component (VIMaP)
for resource optimization and planning, which provides
an online platform to run resource allocation algorithms
for the arriving infrastructure slice requests from the dif-
ferent tenant applications.

Thus, our contribution in this paper is twofold. On the
one hand, we have extended the work in [9], where the pro-
posed SDN hierarchical architecture using the COP as a
unified interface has been complemented by the introduc-
tion of the VIMaP. On the other hand, the second contribu-
tion consists of modeling the resource allocation problem of
dynamically provisioning of infrastructure-as-a-service
(IaaS), which in this paper we refer to as the virtual ma-
chine graphs (VMGs) provisioning problem. We also in-
clude a heuristic baseline solution based on the Greedy
approach for the selection of DCs and first fit (FF) for
the VM allocation. The objective is to provide a baseline
implementation of a resource allocation algorithm for
the latter experimental validation of the whole architec-
ture (with a special focus on the VIMaP component and
the VMG allocation). However, to verify its validity, the pro-
posed algorithm performance is evaluated and compared
with a random fit based solution in a controlled simulation
scenario.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II includes
the proposed architecture description and the COP’s de-
scription. Section III focuses on the novelties of the VIMaP.
In Section IV, the VMG allocation problem and the pro-
posed heuristic are formally presented; moreover, the sec-
tion is completed with the simulation environment and the
results. Finally, in Section V, an experimental validation of
the architecture is presented.

II. PROPOSED NETWORK ARCHITECTURE FOR DISTRIBUTED

CLOUD AND HETEROGENEOUS NETWORK ORCHESTRATION

The considered network scenario is composed of
multiple wireless radio access and backhaul technologies

Fig. 1. (a) 5G network architecture for dynamic provisioning of virtual computation, storage, and networking across distributed cloud
infrastructures and heterogeneous networks. (b) 5G network slices supporting different cloud and network requirements.



and multidomain, multilayer, and multivendor transport
networks, with heterogeneous control domains, intercon-
necting distributed cloud infrastructures (both private
and public). The use of COP between the SDN network or-
chestrator and control layers allows the simplification and
optimization, in terms of scalability and compatibility, be-
tween the different modules, which compose the SDN archi-
tecture. COP unifies all the orchestration functionalities
into a single protocol paradigm. The COP informationmodel
is described in YANG modeling language, with REST conf
as transport protocol using JavaScript Object Notation
(JSON) encoding for data transmission. In brief, COP is
composed of three main base functions:

1) Topology service: This provides topological information
about the network, which includes a common and homo-
geneous definition of the network topologies included in
the TE databases of the different control instances.

2) Path computation service: This provides an interface
to request and return path objects that contain the
information about the route between two endpoints.

3) Call service: This is based on the concept of call/connec-
tion separation and provides a common provisioning
model, which defines an end-to-end connectivity provi-
sioning service.

One benefit of this architecture resides in the ability to
perform unified control and management tasks (e.g., E2E
provisioning services) of different radio access and trans-
port network technologies by means of the same SDN
network orchestrator. However, for scalability, modularity,
and security purposes, it may be desired to consider a hier-
archical orchestration approach with different levels of
hierarchy (parent/child architecture). Each higher level
has the potential for greater abstraction and broader scope
(e.g., we may consider one orchestrator for the RANs and
another for the transport networks), and each level may
exist in a different trust domain. The level interface might
be used as a standard reference point for inter-domain secu-
rity enforcement. In our approach, the COP can be used as
the northbound interface (NBI) of the child SDN orchestra-
tor and as the southbound interface (SBI) of a parent SDN
orchestrator in order to provision E2E services. A parent/
child SDN orchestrator architecture based on ABNO has
been previously validated for E2E multilayer (packet/opti-
cal) and multidomain transport provisioning across hetero-
geneous control domains (SDN/OF and GMPLS/AS-PCE)
employing dynamic domain abstraction based on virtual
node aggregation in [10].

In the proposed system architecture [Fig. 1(a)], a
network hypervisor is placed on top of the E2E network
orchestrator. It is responsible for partitioning and/or aggre-
gating the abstracted resources provided by the E2E
network orchestrator into virtual resources, interconnect-
ing them to compose multiple end-to-end virtual tenant
networks (VTNs) with different VTN topologies while shar-
ing the same physical infrastructure. It is also responsible
for representing an abstracted topology of each VTN
(i.e., network discovery) to a tenant SDN controller and
for it to remotely control the virtual network resources

(i.e., dynamic provisioning, modification and deletion of
connections) allocated to their corresponding VTN, as if
they were real resources, through a well-defined interface
(e.g., OpenFlow protocol, or the COP). The network hyper-
visor can dynamically create, modify, and delete VTNs in
response to application demands (e.g., through a traffic de-
mand matrix describing resource requirements and QoS
for each pair of connections). The proposed multidomain
network hypervisor architecture has been proposed and
assessed in [11].

Virtualization of computation, storage, and networking
resources in DCs is provided by private clouds through
distributed cloud orchestrators (children), which may be
deployed with different software distributions (e.g.,
OpenStack, OpenNebula) or by public cloud. Each cloud or-
chestrator enables us to segregate the DC into availability
zones for different tenants and instantiate the creation/
migration/deletion of virtual machine (VM) instances (com-
puting service), storage of disk images (image service), and
the management of the VM’s network interfaces and the
intra-DC network connectivity (networking service). On
the other hand, the global VIMaP (parent) targets the
global management of the virtual computation, storage,
and networking resources for the different slices provided
by the tenant SDN controllers and the distributed cloud
orchestrators. It acts as a unified cloud and network oper-
ating system providing, for each slice, the dynamic and
global provision, migration, and deletion of VMs and the
required end-to-end connectivity between the distributed
virtual cloud infrastructures across the correspondingmulti-
layer VTN [Fig. 1(b)]. A key enabler of such an integration is
the COP, which is used as a NBI by the tenant SDN control-
lers, providing a common control of the VTNs. A preliminary
architecture of a global cloud and network orchestrator
named SDN IT and network orchestrator (SINO) has been
defined and evaluated in [12] and [13].

III. VIRTUAL INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGER AND PLANNER

In this section, we present the VIMaP architecture,
including the description of its main building blocks, which
are shown in Fig. 2. The VIMaP has been designed to
provide coordinated orchestration of network and cloud
resources distributed among different cloud providers and
locations. The VIMaP provides per-tenant programmability
of its own dedicated resources, it performs the partitioning of
the underlying infrastructure, exposing an abstracted view
of virtual infrastructure slices to each tenant.

Initially, the VIMaP is requested to provide a virtual
infrastructure slice to a dedicated tenant. This request
includes a set of virtual instances interconnected forming
a VMG. The VIMaP architecture includes a planner com-
ponent dedicated to performing resource planning optimi-
zation. Different resource optimization policies may be
applied depending on the tenant and provider require-
ments. In [14], the authors assessed the problem of
VMG resource allocation in distributed DC scenarios by
finding the minimum diameter graph (in terms of distance)
to minimize the latency between VMs. The authors of [15]



propose a resource allocation approach taking into
account the distance between the DC and the network load
to select the connection path. The VIMaP architecture al-
lows the VIMaP LOGIC component to select the preferred
algorithm depending on the desired resource allocation pol-
icy. The algorithm receives the resource allocation requests
from the VIMaP logic, and it obtains all the substrate infra-
structure information from the resource manager compo-
nent, which maintains up-to-date information of both the
cloud and the network underlying infrastructure.

The VIMaP includes a dedicated configuration interface
for slice provisioning, which is exposed to OSS/NMS man-
agement systems through a RESTful API. The VIMaP
LOGIC component is responsible for orchestrating the
workflows among the different architectural components
in order to provision the cloud and network resources for
an upcoming request. It is responsible for performing con-
text-aware orchestration, exposing to each tenant only
those resources allocated to the tenant by means of virtual
representation. It includes an NBI, which exposes the cus-
tom set of VIMaP programmable resources to each tenant.

The resource manager is responsible for storing and
maintaining the up-to-date state of all virtual and physical
sources controlled by the VIMaP. It is also responsible for
maintaining the resource allocation relationship between
the requested virtual resources and the allocated physical
resources.

Network manager functions are twofold: First they pro-
vide the southbound interface toward network infrastruc-
ture controllers, including the necessary API or protocol
implementations. As we have presented before, the COP
is the protocol chosen to unify the network orchestration
interface toward different SDN controllers. Second, the
network manager is responsible for managing the virtual
network resources of each tenant. The network manager
correlates the VTN representation with the dedicated
SDN controller slice, there is a 1∶1 relation between a
VTN and a SDN controller slice.

The cloud infrastructure manager is responsible for
distributed cloud orchestration. As opposed to the
network manager, it is responsible for the partitioning

and aggregation of cloud resources, which might be
distributed across different clouds (private, public). Once
the selected DCs are allocated for a given tenant, it is
responsible for creating a tenant session on each child cloud
system and mapping all these client sessions to the corre-
sponding VIMaP TenantID. Once this initial abstraction
is performed, it is responsible for aggregating all the resour-
ces distributed among different clouds into a single unified
view accessible by the tenant through the VIMaP NBI.
This is performed by populating the resource manager
database with virtual representation of the resources de-
ployed in the underlying infrastructure; these resources
are segmented by its corresponding VIMaP globalTenantID.

IV. VIRTUAL MACHINE GRAPH ALLOCATION

In this section, we first describe the general VMG allo-
cation problem. Then, we present a reduction of the prob-
lem based on constructing the aggregated VMG solution
graph, where the objective is to find groups of VMs to be
allocated together in the same substrate hosting nodes.
This reduction is modeled based on a constrained mapping
function. Finally, a heuristic algorithm solution to this
problem is proposed, and simulation results for the
algorithm behavior are provided.

A. Virtual Machine Graph Allocation Problem
Definition

Substrate infrastructure. We model the substrate
infrastructure as a directed graph and denote it by
GS � �NS;HS; LS�, whereNS is the set of substrate switch-
ing nodes, HS is the set of substrate hosting nodes (DCs),
and LS denotes the set of substrate links ls � �u; v�, ls ∈ LS,
∀u, v ∈ NS ∪HS.

Virtual machine graph request. We denote by a
directed graph GS � �HV;LV� the VMGP request. HV de-
notes the set of virtual hosts (VMs) and LV denotes the
set of links between virtual hosts.

Now we define a set of capacity functions for the sub-
strate and virtual resources. Each host (physical or virtual)
hx ∈ Hx; x ∈ fS;Vg is attributed with a set of A attributes
whose capacities are denoted as ca�hx�, a ∈ A, hx ∈ HX ,
A ∈ fCPU;MEM;STOg (we consider only CPU, memory
and storage as host attributes). Moreover, each link
lx ∈ LX is associated with a bandwidth capacity bw�lx�.
We also denote PS as the set of free loop paths in the sub-
strate network between hosting nodes.

The objective is to find a mapping function for all virtual
hosts and links to the substrate infrastructure as

M : �HV;LV � ↦ �HS;PS�:

In the next subsection, a reduction of the problem is pro-
posed, and the constraints in terms of capacities for hosts
and links are introduced.

Fig. 2. VIMaP internal architecture, building blocks.



B. VMG Mapping Problem

To solve the above-described problem, we propose a first
reduction, which consists of (1) finding a VM allocation
among the substrate hosting nodes, and (2) finding a
feasible allocation solution for the links connecting VM
in different hosting nodes. It is assumed that several
virtual hosts can be placed in the same substrate hosting
node if enough computing resources are available in the
substrate node for the aggregated capacity of the virtual
hosts allocated to it.

We model the aggregated VMG solution graph as
G0 � �H 0; L0�, where each h0 ∈ H 0 denotes a subset h0 ⊆ HV

of virtual hosts. Given the power set of all possible subsets
of HV denoted as P�HV�, the subsets included in a hosting
allocation solution H 0 ⊂ P�HV� must be complementary and
disjoint, i.e., which satisfy both⋃H0h0 � HV and⋂H0h0 � Ø.

On the other side, L0 denotes the set of links between
virtual hosts in different aggregated subsets l0 � �u; v�,
∀l0 ∈ L0, u ∈ h0

i, v ∈ h0
j, and h0

i ≠ h0
j.

Once G0 has been described, we can define the mapping
function between the VMG solution graph and the sub-
strate infrastructure as

M : �H 0; L0� ↦ �HS0
; PS0 �;

where HS0 ⊆ HS, PS0 ⊆ PS. The mapping function can be
split into hosting and link mapping as

• Hosting mapping function:

MH : �H 0� ↦ �HS0 �;

which satisfies

∀ h0 ∈ H0;∀ hs0 ∈ HS0
;
X

∀ hv∈h0
ca�hv� ≤ ca�hs0 �: (1)

In order to compare the sizes of the hosts (physical or
virtual) in relative terms, we define the function weight,
as the weighted sum of the individual computing
capacities, we use the constants α, β, and γ to weight
up the CPU, memory, and storage capacities, respectively:

weight�hx� � αcCPU�hx� � βcMEM�hx� � γcSTO�hx�: (2)

• Link mapping function:

ML : �L0� ↦ �PS0 �m;

which satisfies

∀ l0 ∈ L0; ∀ ps0 ∈ PS0
; bw�l0� ≤ BW�ps0 �;

where BW�ps� � min∀ls∈ps0bw�ls�: (3)

C. Baseline VMG Embedding Algorithm

The problem has been reduced to find a feasible allocation
for the solution graph G0, which satisfies Eqs. (1) and (3).

We assess the problem in two steps:

• 1. Following a Greedy procedure, we select the minimum
number of substrate hosting nodes with enough capacity
to allocate all the virtual hosts in HV , which are
embedded sequentially following a FF approach (see
Algorithm 1).

• 2. Based on the selected Hs0 ⊆ HS, we employ the con-
strained shortest path first (CSPF) algorithm to find a
feasible path in the substrate network, for each s-t pair
allocated in different substrate hosting nodes (see
Algorithm 2).

Algorithm 1: Greedy FF Host Mapping �HS;HV�
Input: HS: Substrate hosting nodes, HV : Virtual hosts
Output: H 0; HS0 : host solution set
Sort HS � hs

1; h
s
2;…; hs

n in decreasing order by its weight
HS0

← Ø
H 0 ← Ø
Hv0 ← HV

while
P

∀ hs0∈HS0 �ca�hs0 �� < P
∀ hv∈HV �ca�hv��,

∀ a ∈ A do
hs ← HS:pop��
currentCa ← ca�hs�;∀ a ∈ A
currents ← Ø
for v in Hv0 do

If one of currentCa < ca�v�; ∀ a ∈ A then
Hv0 ← Hv0 − currents
break

else
currents ← currents∪fvg
currentCa ← currentCa − ca�v�; ∀ a ∈ A

end if
end for
H0 ← H 0∪currents
Hs0 ← Hs0∪hs

end while
return MH : H0 ↦ HS0

Algorithm 1 first computes the Greedy and the FF host
mapping procedure to find the minimum cluster with
enough capacity to allocate virtual hosts within the
VMG request. First, it sorts the substrate host set in de-
creasing order by weight, and it sequentially allocates
the virtual hosts into the substrate hosting nodes with
higher capacities. As a result, this function returns the sol-
ution subset with minimum size HS0 ⊆ HS.

Algorithm 2: CSPF Link Mapping (H0;HS0 ;LS;LV)
Input: H 0; HS0 : substrate host solution set,
LS: Input substrate links,
LV : Input links request

Output: M : �H0; HS0 �; �L0; PS0 �: Mapping solution from
GV ↦ GS

for �u; v� in LV do
if h0

u ≠ h0
v then

L0 ← L0∪�u; v�
end if

end for



for l0�u; v� in L0 do
ps0 ← CSPF�GS; hs0

u ; hs0
v ; bw�l0��

end for
return M : �H 0; L0� ↦ �HS0

; PS0 �

Algorithm 2 receives the host solution subset and both
substrate and virtual links of the VMG request. Based
on the host mapping solution, for each virtual link l0�u; v�,
a feasible path p0 between nodes allocated to different
h0
u; h0

v; i ≠ j is calculated. We use the CSPF algorithm
with the bw�u; v� as a constraint parameter. If there is a
feasible path for each l0 ∈ L0, the mapping solution is re-
turned: �H 0; L0� ↦ �HS0

; P0�.

D. VMG Allocation Results

In this section, we present the evaluation of the proposed
heuristic baseline solution comparing with a random fit
based algorithm. The random solution differs on the DC
selection strategy but keeps CSPF to ensure path feasibil-
ity in the virtual link selection stage.

The substrate infrastructure scenario employed for the
experiments is an extended version of the NSFNET of
14 nodes and 42 unidirectional links and six DCs (Fig. 3).
For simplicity, the DCs are co-located within the same
network node locations, and the connectivity between a DC
and its corresponding network nodes is modeled to have
infinite bandwidth. The substrate infrastructure is ini-
tially configured with predefined capacities, which are
maintained along all the experiments. The values of the
capacities of each DC are uniformly distributed among
the values included in each range, as depicted in Table I.

In the VMG requests, the number of virtual nodes is
randomly determined by a uniform distribution between
2 and 20. Each pair of nodes is randomly connected with
probability of 0.5; in total, we will have n�n − 1�∕4 links
on average. The capacities of the virtual hosts and the vir-
tual links are also selected randomly following a uniform
distribution along the values depicted in Table I.

The VMG requests arrive at the VIMaP following a
Poisson process on which the arrival rate is varying. The
holding time of the VMG requests in the system follows

an exponential distribution with 10 time windows on aver-
age. We run all the simulations for 10,000 requests for each
instance of the simulation.

The results of the simulation for different loads can be
seen in Fig. 4. The results show a slightly better perfor-
mance of the Greedy FF approach compared with the
random. This result is explained by the fact that the
Greedy approach minimizes the number of DCs selected
in the first stage, minimizing as well the number of connec-
tions between DCs and thus decreasing network utiliza-
tion. The differences obtained are minimal, showing that
the dominant factor for the blocking probability in this
experiment is not the exhaustion of network resources
but the cloud. In this paper, the target is to present the
problem of VMG allocation and the baseline solution for
the proposed VIMaP architecture. It is intended for future
work in the evaluation of more complex algorithms and its
comparison within the VIMaP.

V. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

The proposed architecture has been validated in the
cloud computing platform and transport network of the
ADRENALINE testbed. The cloud computing platform is

TABLE I
EXPERIMENT PARAMETER CONFIGURATION

Parameter Values

HS CPU values [100, 200, 400]
HS memory values [200, 400, 800]
HS storage values [10,000, 20,000, 40,000]
LS bandwidth 100 Gbps
HV CPU values [1,2,4,8]
HV memory values [2,4,8,16]
HV storage values [20, 40, 80, 160]
LV bandwidth (0.1:1) Gbps

Fig. 4. VMG request blocking probability of GreedyFF+CSPFand
random Fit+CSPF algorithms.Fig. 3. NSF Network of 14 nodes with 6 DCs.



controlled using OpenStack (Havana release), which has
been deployed into servers with 2× Intel Xeon E5-2420
and 32 GB RAM each. An OpenStack controller node
and four compute nodes have been set up in different net-
work locations. Each DC network is composed of four
OpenFlow switches deployed on COTS hardware and using
OpenVSwitch (OVS) technology. Two hybrid packet/optical
aggregation switches based on OVS as well and with a
10 Gb∕s XFP tunable transponder connecting to the DWDM
network as alien wavelengths. Finally, the GMPLS/PCE-
controlled optical network is composed of an all-optical
WSONwith two ROADMs and two OXCs. The multidomain
SDN orchestrator (MSO) and VIMaP entities have been
mostly implemented in Python with the exception of the
multilayer PCE, which has been implemented in C++ [16].

The COP has been employed as a transport API for the
orchestration of two SDN OpenDaylight Helium control-
lers responsible for controlling the Ethernet intra-DC
domains via OpenFlow 1.3, and the optical transport net-
work via an AS-PCE with instantiation capabilities as a
single interfacing point for the GMPLS control plane. In
the experimental validation, we have introduced COP
agents on top of SDN controllers in order to translate
the received COP commands to SDN controller NBIs.
Figure 5(a) shows a multidomain network scenario where
two geographically distributed DCs are interconnected
through the WSON. Figure 5(b) illustrates the integrated
IT/SDN orchestration workflow for the on-demand deploy-
ment of two VMs in the cloud (one on each DC location) and
the E2E connectivity provisioning across the proposed sce-
nario. The network orchestration is performed using the
proposed COP between the SINO-MSO and, consequently,
between the MSO and the per-domain controllers. For this
experimental validation, a bidirectional CALL_SERVICE
is requested by the SINO to provide an E2E connectivity
to the previously deployed VMs. The MSO first requests
the creation of a virtual link in the upper layer topology
(L2), which is translated internally by the VNTM MSO
module into two unidirectional L0 CALL_SERVICEs sent
to the AS-PCE through the provisioning manager. They
trigger, in the AS-PCE, the creation of the corresponding
GMPLS connections (label switched paths [LSPs]).

Afterward, the provisioning of the E2E service in the upper
layer is requested to the SDN controllers, by two new
unidirectional CALL_SERVICESs to each domain.

The traffic capture shown in Fig. 6 validates the use of
the COP. First, we can observe the request for virtual ma-
chine (VM) creation from VIMaP toward the cloud control-
ler (which is running on the same server). The creation
time for a single VM is 15 s, which includes the necessary
time to boot up the VM. Second, in Fig. 7 we can observe
the call request (Call Id: 1) from the VIMaP toward the

Fig. 5. (a) Experimental scenario for DC interconnection. (b) Integrated IT/SDN orchestration workflow.

Fig. 6. Wireshark network traces capture.

Fig. 7. Example of JSON COP Call object.



multidomain SDN orchestrator (based on ABNO). In the
call service request, several constraints can be observed,
such as the requested end points (aEnd, zEnd), several
traffic parameters (such as requested bandwidth), the re-
quested transport layer, and the MAC addresses of the in-
terconnected VMs. The ABNO computes the necessary
domain call requests and sends them toward the AS-
PCE for the optical domain (Call Id: 00002, 00005), SDN
Controller 1 (Call Id: 00001, 00006), and SDN Controller
2 (Call Id: 00003, 00004). The multidomain call service
setup delay is of 2.52 s.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The definition of a transport API that abstracts a set of
control plane functions used by a SDN controller, allowing
the SDN orchestrator to uniformly interact with hetero-
geneous control domains, will pave the way toward the
required transport network interoperability as well as in-
tegration with wireless networks and cloud infrastructure.
In this paper we have presented the control orchestration
protocol and experimentally validate its utility for cloud
and network orchestration. Moreover, we have defined
and experimentally demonstrated the novel VIMaP compo-
nent for the resource allocation and planning of VMGs. We
have formallymodeled the problem and included a baseline
heuristic solution to evaluate the proposed architecture.

For the next steps in this research, we expect to extend
the work done for the VMG problem definition for the de-
velopment of more complex algorithms, which exploit
cross-resource optimization of cloud and network domains.
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